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Abstract: Transferable skills, such as learning skills as well as oral and written communication skills, are needed by today’s experts. The learning of transferable skills was studied during a multidisciplinary two-week, research-oriented intensive course in atmospheric sciences. Students were assessed on their experience of learning data analysis, writing reports and articles, oral presentation, learning and teaching, as well as project and time management skills and the importance of learning these transferable skills in the beginning and at the end of the course. The learning outcomes were constructively aligned with the course and it supported the learning of transferable skills needed by researchers working with multidisciplinary research questions. The methods of teaching were group work, data analysis of real scientific questions and real scientific data, a few expert lectures, discussions with experts and peer-support, and the course evaluation that was based on the groups’ oral presentations and a written report. The groups consisted of seven to eight students and four to six assistants who were working side-by-side for the period of the course. Students considered data analysis, including the formulation of research questions, as the most important transferable skill of the course and stated that it was also what they learned the most. We conclude that the students felt that working with real scientific questions and data in multidisciplinary groups supports the learning of transferable skills. The findings suggest that the students may have learned transferable skills from peers, assistants, and teachers while working in small groups of students in different stages of their studies. The study was conducted from student feedback from one course only, but we have observed while organizing over 50 similar courses that working on real scientific questions and data in a multidisciplinary and multicultural course has been motivating for both the teachers and the students. We recommend this method to be used by research groups who are training the future generation of researchers and experts in atmospheric sciences and other fields.
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1. Introduction

Solving sustainability challenges requires a broad set of transferable skills, such as learning intercultural communication, and creative problem solving [1,2]. Atmospheric research is an example of a modern supradisciplinary research field that tackles today’s grand challenges [3]. Obtaining sustainable solutions to climate change and air quality problems requires interdisciplinary collaboration for which new transferable skills are needed, in addition to traditional subject-specific knowledge and skills (for example, Reference [4]).
The term transferable skills refer to a set of skills that are applicable in more than one context [5]. These skills are, for example, written and verbal communication skills, interpersonal skills, problem-solving skills, as well as information technology and self-management skills. These skills are needed in work-life; employers ask for transferable skills (for example, communication, teamwork, and presentations skills) in job advertisements [6].

Teaching and learning multidisciplinary and transferable skills are essential in atmospheric research that involves several fields of science such as chemistry, physics, meteorology, mathematics, biology, agricultural and forest sciences, technology, and geosciences, which combine observations, experimentation, and modelling. A shift from discipline-tied fundamental education towards multidisciplinarity is imperative for a successful career in climate and global change science [7].

Problem-based learning and teamwork in interdisciplinary groups have been used as teaching methods in medical, nursing, and dental schools [8,9]. Studies have shown the importance of collaboration for specialized professionals [10], as well as the importance of students’ informal social activities in breaking down interdisciplinary barriers [11].

In engineering, studies on laboratory courses have shown that working hands-on with real data improves the study results [12]. In environmental education, interdisciplinary teamwork has been recognized as valuable preparation for the profession in undergraduate programs [13]. Also, problem-based learning has been successfully implemented in teaching research methods in geography [14]. The research-oriented intensive course concept studied here combines: (1) the learning of transferable skills during hands-on research work with the help of teachers and assistants and (2) the science accelerator workshop where researchers working as assistants and teachers on the course have the opportunity to explore new scientific ideas in a fertile multidisciplinary group. During the research-oriented intensive courses, students and teachers create new knowledge together and learn from peers. As an example, a master-level forest ecology student can be an expert on photosynthesis compared to a meteorology postdoctoral researcher, and the transfer of knowledge, teaching, and learning can be fostered among course participants in different stages of their studies and career. Some of the research done on research-oriented intensive courses has been published in scientific articles. As an example, ultrafine aerosol particle formation and growth in boreal forest [15] was studied in a course in 1996 and the published article has been cited 393 times so far. We will focus here on the learning aspect of the course. As far as we know, this is the first article studying the learning of transferable skills needed in atmospheric sciences on a higher-education level. Our hypothesis is that students will learn transferable skills that they need as experts while working together on real scientific questions and data with the help of more experienced peers, teachers, and assistants in a multidisciplinary and multicultural research-oriented intensive course.

2. Methods

While organizing more than 50 research-oriented intensive courses over the past 20 years, the Division of Atmospheric Science at the University of Helsinki has developed a practice that supports multidimensional learning outcomes in a multidisciplinary atmospheric science course [16]. Course practices, for example, scheduling and the principles of group division, as well as the assumed learning outcomes, are largely based on experience and tacit knowledge. In order to crystallize the learning outcomes for each course, it is important to analyze which transferable skills the students expect to learn, how well it is realized during these courses, and how useful the learned skills are for their development as researchers. This serves also to determine whether the learning outcomes are constructively aligned with the teaching and evaluation methods [17].

These courses follow a pedagogical approach that we have adopted during the past 20 years. On the one hand, our approach follows the experiential learning process described by Kolb [18], emphasizing the learner’s personal growth and the significance of reflecting the learner’s feelings and experiences. On the other hand, we follow the horizontal learning principle [19], which emphasizes learning in a heterogeneous group that includes students and teachers from different disciplines.
In such a group, everyone takes on two roles: a learner and a teacher. This allows for the social construction and the sharing of information and cognition. We have learned that by applying the horizontal learning principle, the groups are able to address a cross-section of knowledge from different fields and blend the information to reach new levels of understanding. We have also noticed that motivation and sociability blossoms in these small groups.

2.1. Course Settings

In this study, we investigated the “Winter School 2017—Atmospheric Processes and Feedbacks and Atmosphere-Biosphere Interactions” intensive course (Figure 1) that was held on 6–17 March, 2017 in the Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station in southern Finland [20]. For the course, the students were asked to find answers to certain scientific questions and reformulate the scientific hypotheses by analyzing data measured at the Hyytiälä SMEAR (Station for Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations) II station since 1996. The dataset consisted of a wide variety of meteorological, atmospheric, and ecosystem-related parameters, such as temperature, wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity, solar radiation, trace gas concentrations and fluxes, aerosol particle concentrations and fluxes, and photosynthetic activity. The course scope was 5 ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) and it contained pre-course assignments (8 academic hours, 45 min each), a 10-day intensive course in a field station (87 academic hours), and the writing of a course report (40 academic hours) after the intensive course. During the intensive course, the teaching program was from 8 am to 8 pm. with different voluntary social activities in the evenings. The 10-day intensive course contained 8 academic hours of lectures, 65 academic hours of group work, 6 academic hours of field measurement site excursions, 8 h of student group presentations, and 67 academic hours of social time that included meals. The groups were given freedom to organize their working schedule and some students worked during the hours allocated to social time.

Figure 1. Students’ feedback was that they learned transferable skills by working on research questions using atmospheric data obtained at the SMEAR II field station at the research-oriented intensive atmospheric sciences course “Winter School 2017 – Atmospheric Processes and Feedbacks and Atmosphere-Biosphere Interactions”. Photo of Scots pine shoot measurements by Juha Aalto.

The coursework was done in four groups with seven to eight students per group. Each group had a room where they worked side by side with four to six assistants. The assistants supported the
group in formulating research questions and their role was to make sure that the presentations were ready on time and that everyone was involved in the group work. The students’ need for personal support varied greatly. While some worked independently, others had an assistant instructing them with Matlab commands while they processed and analyzed the data. Coordination of assistant tasks was mainly done among each group but was also revised during the course. The lecturers followed, on a daily base, the proceedings of the group work and some assistants were moved from one group to another to have the right kind of expertise and support in the groups that needed them.

The exceptionally high student/teacher ratio of having, on average, one assistant supporting one to three students is explained by the benefits of the course setting to the research work of the teachers. This particular course provided not only the students but also the teachers with exceptional opportunities for their own development and networking. It also benefitted their own research work by, for example, providing them with new ideas for future directions of research. However, organizing such intensive courses with a high teacher to student ratio requires both teaching resources and funding to cover the running costs of transportation to the field site as well as accommodation and meals.

The work plan of the University of Helsinki teaching and research staff includes teaching responsibility ranging from teaching-intensive professors and university lecturer positions to postdoctoral and PhD student positions with a teaching obligation of 5% of working time. A course fee cannot be requested from the University of Helsinki degree students, but they can be requested to pay for direct course costs such accommodations and meals. Costs of the research-oriented intensive courses have been covered by the University of Helsinki education budget, which has been complemented by national, regional (Nordic), and EU-funded education and research projects. This particular research-oriented intensive course was offered for students from all around the world for a course fee of €1400 that covered the running costs of the students and their assistants. The course resources rely on research collaboration—only living costs are covered for the attending the teachers and assistants—and keeping the running costs low. A location with inexpensive accommodation and meal costs is essential for keeping the course expenses at an affordable level for both the organizers and the students.

The students used data distributed by the assistants and selected variables from the open data portal AVAA-atabase [21] (http://avaa.tdata.fi/web/smart) to look for correlations and causalities based on various hypotheses. The central computational tool utilized during the course was Matlab by MathWorks. It was used to produce detailed plots of the selected data, analyze the data, and test models for the hypothesized processes. Students were also allowed to use other software, but learning support was only provided for Matlab. Student groups gave three oral presentations during the course and returned a written report after an intensive period at the research station.

We investigated the students’ expectations and assessment of learning concerning the following transferable skills that were the key learning goals in the course:

1. Data analysis skills: The students’ practiced formulation of research questions for data analysis. They planned and performed data processing. This included the learning of technical Matlab skills.
2. Writing reports and articles: The students performed independent and collaborative writing. They also reviewed each other’s texts for the final course report, which summed up each group’s findings.
3. Oral presentation skills: Student groups gave several short talks on their research plans and results to the course participants and learned how to present research methods and results to an expert audience.
4. Learning and teaching skills: For this course, the learning skills were enhanced by following how others find, process, and use new knowledge and tools. The students were also encouraged to share their findings and knowledge, especially within their group, and thus enhance their teaching skills.
5. Project and time management: The groups delivered results several times during the two-week course in the form of group talks, for which each student gave a short part of an oral presentation.
This approach was aimed to facilitate learning to meet internal group deadlines as well as to deliver group results on schedule.

Additional learning goals of this course were to become aware of the possibilities that a comprehensive field station can provide for scientific research [20], to become aware of and broaden their personal comfort zone [22] in order to improve their personal learning skills, and to experience the challenges and benefits of interdisciplinary dialogue by being exposed to multidisciplinary group discussions for two weeks. One of the course aims was for students to gain an understanding of the underlying physico-chemico-biological processes and their interdependencies, but since the learning outcomes of the subject matter were different for each student and because it depended on their field and stage of study, we did not concentrate on learning the subject matter, focusing instead on the learning of transferable skills.

Group work had a central role on the course and the performance of each student for the course was not evaluated individually, but grading was based on the groups’ written group report that was finalized about a month after the intensive course. Learning with the support of peers and the concept of cooperative learning within the zone of proximal development has already been presented by Vygotsky [23] in the context of how children learn new skills. Working in groups can increase motivation, especially for inferior group members, when the tasks are conjunctive [24]. Hennessy and Murphy [25] proposed that peers on the same level of knowledge can also facilitate collaborative learning, especially when the collaboration is planned and guided by teachers. Active learning, interaction, and discussion are highlighted also by Scott [26] as essential components of a successful intensive course. Working on a real research question can be seen as similar to learning through an inquiry method similar to the hackathon method [27], where teams work on real-life challenges and through collaboration form solutions from scratch. Working on a real research question has also been shown to facilitate collaborative learning [28], with students gaining and creating knowledge as well as simultaneously acquiring transferable skills. Learning in a work setting such as group work on real scientific questions can lead to higher motivation and lower tendency to free ride compared to standard study room settings [29]. Another advantage of collaboration is that it makes the thinking processes more explicit, supporting the development of metacognitive skills and learning [30]. Isomöttönen and Tirronen [31] have studied group work patterns in a programming course and identified free riding as a possible problem when the motivation and previous skills of students necessarily differ.

2.2. Study Settings

The course had 31 students, 19 assistants, and 12 lecturers. The students’ level of study ranged widely: 1 student was at the bachelor’s level, 6 were at the master’s level, 18 were in their first year, 1 was in their second, and 4 were in their third year of PhD studies, and there was 1 postdoctoral researcher. They came from the fields of physics, meteorology, atmospheric science, earth science, and biology/ecology. The 31 students represented 16 nationalities (Bangladesh, Bolivia, China, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, India, Iran, Iraq, Italy, Kazakhstan, Norway, and Sweden) and half of them were students at the University of Helsinki. The students were divided into four groups of seven to eight students. Each group had a room where they worked side by side with four to six assistants.

The 19 assistants for the course were mainly doctoral students and postdoctoral researchers at the Division of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Helsinki. The 12 lecturers were either professors of the Division of Atmospheric Sciences and Department of Forest Sciences at the University of Helsinki or senior researchers who were specialists in data analysis. Out of the lecturers, seven did not stay throughout the course but visited the course briefly to give their lectures and to help the students with their project work.

Process evaluations can have various levels [32], so we used feedback collected before and after teaching [33], the evaluation of learning methods, and making transferable-skill-learning results recognizable by the students. The new world Kirkpatrick model [34] splits the training evaluation
into four levels: (1) reactions (customer satisfaction and relevance); (2) learning (knowledge, skill, attitude, and confidence); (3) behaviors (required drivers); and (4) results (community level outcomes). The student feedback that was used in the study of the course was on the first two levels: customer satisfaction, relevant learning aims, and students’ personal evaluation of their learning of transferable skill during the course. Doctoral training develops transferable skills needed for both research- and non-research-intensive careers, as was found in a self-assessment survey of science PhDs ($n = 8099$) [35]. When a research-intensive university’s program of about 80 courses for transferable-skill development was evaluated, Walsh et al. [36] observed that when the skills are not considered “extra” but are a part of core activities, students report even more positive impact from learning them as well as a more positive attitude towards the skills [36]. Especially, a residential 3-day course called the “Research Skills Development Course” for first-year students had a positive impact on students’ perception of their skill level [36]. To our knowledge, learning of transferable skills on short research-oriented courses with different students at different stages of their studies has not been studied earlier. However, there exist studies on group supervision of PhD students (e.g., [36–39]) that can be considered to have similarities in having a group of students at different stages of their program learning with and from each other and their supervisors. Some doctoral program studies even have aspects of peer and collaborative learning of transferable skills among students at different levels of their studies as well as members staff [40], and also studies related to general learning patterns on intensive courses [26,41].

Another learning aspect of the study was programming skills, which are a programming-language specific, technical part of the course’s data-analysis skills learning aim. Based on our experience and students’ application letters to the course, many students expected primarily to learn to use Matlab in this course. Some teachers of the course have criticized this and suggested a separate Matlab course or other means to ensure that the students have a sufficient command of Matlab before they entered this course. Thus, specific attention in this study was paid to the role of Matlab skills in the course: Did students expect to learn to use Matlab? How did students assess the role of learning Matlab skills in their expectations before and evaluations after the course? Were Matlab skills limiting the learning of different transferable skills? Matlab is a justified choice of toolbox for this course, as a comparison with different software packages shows that Matlab excels in demonstrating multivariable iterative processes and has been verified to promote a deeper understanding of process-modelling techniques [42]. The course combines aspects of data science and computational modelling in a project-oriented manner, as suggested by Giabbanelli and Mago [43], to be the way forward in teaching computational science. Thus, this kind of course could also serve for primarily learning computational methods.

Student feedback was collected to improve the practices of this annual course, as well as other intensive courses based on a similar concept. The answerers were asked to give or decline permission to use the results for research purposes after informing them that parts of the text (the last question in the questionnaires, Appendix A) would be published anonymously. In total, 29 students answered the pre-course survey, and in this report, we have included data on the 28 of them who gave us permission to use their answers. Similarly, for the after-course survey, out of 20 students who answered the survey, we consider only the 19 who gave us permission to use the data. The gender distribution was fairly equal (15 males versus 13 females in the pre-course survey, 9 males versus 10 females in after-course survey), and so was the distribution of students from the University of Helsinki (13 in the pre-course survey, 10 in the after-course survey) and from other universities (15 in the pre-course survey, 9 in the after-course survey). More than two-thirds of the student answers in the after-course survey contained detailed answers to the open questions. The timing of the after-course survey was somewhat problematic, since students had not started writing the course reports, and thus the answers to questions concerning transferable skills “Writing reports and articles (independent writing, collective writing, reviewing others’ texts)” were not fully representative.

Our hypothesis was that students learn transferable skills that they need as experts while working together on real scientific questions and data with the help of more experienced peers, teachers,
and assistants in a multidisciplinary and multicultural research-oriented intensive course. We aimed to uncover whether the stages of studies, fields of study, and previous experience in using data analysis software, or other background information systematically correlated with the learning expectations and perceived learning. We also assessed how well the learning expectations were met and which activities were considered most fruitful for learning the various transferable skills. Special attention was paid to the role of Matlab in the course and group work dynamics.

2.3. Research Methods

The teaching process evaluation in the development of projects can have various levels [32] and thus we focused on the systematic collection of feedback, development of learning methods, as well as making transferable skill learning visible. Since the performance of each student for the course was not evaluated individually but was based on the written group report that was finalized about a month after the intensive course, we were unable to compare the students’ experience of learning to actual performance. The scope of this study does not allow for the testing of students’ skills separately. Rather, in this study, we relied on the students’ subjective assessment of their learning process. In order to evaluate learning and not just the experience of it, a separate study should be conducted where the students’ starting levels would be compared to their development during the course and the application of transferrable skills in the work environment. However, since the course participants would be students, it could be problematic to distinguish the transfer of skills from other learning environments. Thus, personal evaluations done at the beginning and end of the course could give insight and indications of the actual learning.

We designed two surveys: the pre-course survey on the first morning of the course and an after-course survey on the last day of the course. In designing these surveys, we also used the information the students provided in their course applications regarding their previous knowledge and studies as well as their motivation to attend the course and their expectations of the course. Background information questions were repeated at the beginning of each survey and we did not link the answers of the pre- and after-course surveys together. As only one course was studied, the statistical analysis will necessarily be poor as it represents the answers of fewer than 30 people from various backgrounds. The evaluations of the students who took part in the study should be considered as examples and other students, as well as students at research-oriented intensive courses organized at different years, may have different learning experiences of the teaching method. However, combining the numerical answers with open-ended answers from students of the Winter School 2017 gave us insight into the learning experience of the course.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Expectations Versus Assessed Learning, Learning through Different Activities

The students experienced progress in learning all the mentioned 5 transferable skills during the 10 days of the research-oriented intensive course. The students considered data analysis as the most important skill among these. Overall, the learning expectations were slightly higher than the assessment of learning during the course (Table 1). However, the personal importance of all these skills had increased slightly during the course, probably indicating an acute awareness of the usefulness of these skills. Since recommendations of an evidence-based evaluation is for graduate training programs to offer opportunities to (a) improve awareness and (b) to acquire transferable skill [35], students may become aware of the skills they possess or need only later in their career. Sinche et al. [35] studied the usefulness of 15 transferable skills, including “ability to analyse data”, “oral communication skills”, and “written communication skills”. Most of the skills were transferable for both research- or nonresearch-oriented careers, with the exception that creativity/innovative thinking, career planning and awareness skills, and ability to work with people outside the organization favored research careers, while time management, ability to learn quickly, and ability to manage a project favored nonresearch careers.
The expectations were highest concerning data-analysis skills, and the students also felt that they learned data analysis more than the other transferable skills. The learning expectations and assessments differed most for the writing skills, which can be at least partly explained by the fact that the course report had not been written during the time the after-course survey was conducted. Some of the difference between the results of the pre- and after-course surveys may be explained by the fact that the 19 students who answered the after-course survey form a possibly biased subset of the 28 students who answered the pre-course survey. Overall, the number of students was too small for a sound statistical analysis. The only statistically significant differences were the personal importance and learning in data analysis and the learning project and time management. Transferable-skill gaps between what is developed during doctoral training and what is required for success on the job after graduation were found for “time management”, “ability to work on a team”, “ability to work with people outside the organization”, and “ability to manage others” [35], which indicates that project and time management should be particularly emphasized.

Table 1. The average results (standard deviation in parentheses) of the pre-course and after-course surveys on learning transferable skills (0 = not at all, 4 = very much). The differences that were statistically significant in the two-tailed t-test at 5% significance level are bolded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal Importance</th>
<th>Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skill</td>
<td>Before Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>3.4 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing reports and articles</td>
<td>3.3 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral presentation</td>
<td>3.0 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning and teaching</td>
<td>3.1 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project and time management</td>
<td>2.9 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The students felt that they learned most during the group work, which was expected as the course was designed so that they spent most of their study time working in groups (Table 2). The data-analysis (including Matlab) and oral-presentation skills were learned mostly via group work and working with real scientific questions and data based on the student feedback. Students also experienced that their learning and teaching skills, including multidisciplinary collaboration and sharing of knowledge within the group, improved during the group work and through studying real scientific questions. Also, the social time that was designed to facilitate informal discussions across the working groups and with teachers at the course was considered valuable for learning. The value of informal communication and relationships for intensive courses was also found by Scott [26]. The preparation of the final report was considered to support the report-writing skills most strongly. However, most of the report preparation was done after the after-course questionnaire, and thus this part of the learning should be considered more as an expectation.

Table 2. The learning of transferable skills through different activities, the average of the results, and the standard deviation in parentheses, based on the after-course questionnaire (0 = not at all, 5 = very much. Note the different scale compared to Table 1). Values larger than 3 are bolded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>Data Analysis</th>
<th>Writing Reports</th>
<th>Oral Presentation</th>
<th>Learning and Teaching</th>
<th>Time Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lectures</td>
<td>1.3 (1.4)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.4)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.5)</td>
<td>2.1 (1.5)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Work</td>
<td>4.3 (1.1)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.5)</td>
<td>3.2 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.7 (1.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussions with Experts</td>
<td>2.1 (1.7)</td>
<td>1.9 (1.6)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.4 (2.1)</td>
<td>1.3 (1.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Scientific Questions and Data</td>
<td>3.9 (1.5)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.6 (1.6)</td>
<td>3.1 (1.7)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of the Final Report</td>
<td>1.8 (1.5)</td>
<td>4.1 (1.4)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.7)</td>
<td>1.9 (1.7)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Time</td>
<td>1.7 (1.5)</td>
<td>1.2 (1.4)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.4)</td>
<td>2.7 (1.9)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The open answers to “What did you learn at the course” reflected the numerical evaluation of the learning of transferable skills:

- **How to do data analysis. How to solve scientific problems. How to manage group work.**
- **I learned how to write some coding, how to focus on the same topic with people with very different knowledge, what to look at when trying to comprehend natural phenomena.**
- **Some important data analysis skills and finding information. Collaborative learning and working as a group.**

Most of the comments were positive, but some students would have wished for clearer instructions. For example, one student wrote:

- **The oral reports, I think, provided good speaking experience, but I didn’t feel like they were formal or organized enough to really give me any new skills. The only thing I didn’t learn anything about was writing the report since that was just thrown at us at the last minute. I don’t really understand yet how that is supposed to work.**

The strength of the research-oriented course is that it can foster learning with and from peers and co-workers (who can be other students), but more widely fellow academics at different stages of their research career. Developing the identity of a degree student to one learning “alongside academics and visiting scholars” is an important step in the process of “becoming a peer through participation in a community of research practice” [38]. However, the feedback suggests that the collaborative and peer learning during the group work could be strengthened with formal instructions for oral presentations and report writing. Working side-by-side in the research-oriented field course can support both student and teacher development, and participants can show each other how the work is done rather than just focusing on the end product and results. Also, seminars can be used as “collaborative knowledge sharing environments that support students (and sometimes staff) in their research work” [40]. Wisker et al. [40] found that discussion seminars on not just results but also the process of research create “group and collaborative knowledge sharing environments to support students (and sometimes staff) in their research work”. Peer learning is reciprocal, and while it is obvious that students can learn and share knowledge with each other, teachers can also learn from students when “being challenged, becoming aware of new literature and resources, joint investigation and through exposure to new data” [38] during the course.

### 3.2. Effects of the Stage of Study, the Study Field, and the Home University

The stage of the students’ study did not appear to influence the learning experience of the course. Students’ appreciation of collaborative learning and participant diversity was present in the student feedback. One student wrote in the course feedback: “It was really good having people from so many different backgrounds and countries”. We did not find any significant differences in the answers of the students from other universities compared with the ones studying at the University of Helsinki. The feedback showed that the field of study did not have an effect on the experience of learning transferable skills. The correlation of experience of learning data analysis versus the students’ study field is shown as an example (Figure 2). However, in the open-ended feedback, some students commented that it was difficult to “come up with scientific questions” or that it led to “incomprehension” if the focus of the group work was far away from the core field of the student.
3.3. Expectation and Experiences Concerning Matlab and the Effect of Previous Matlab Experience

Matlab or other programming experience ranged from starters to experienced users. Two students did not have Matlab experience prior to the course, but they were accustomed to another data-analysis software. None of the students considered themselves as “experts” in Matlab or any other programming software.

Irrespective of their experience in using Matlab, students expected to learn Matlab skills during the course (Table 3). Indeed, learning computational skills during interdisciplinary group work on real problems is a widely used teaching method where “problem-solving is not an academic exercise with a predetermined set of answers but rather a complex engagement” [29]. None of the students expected to be able to concentrate on the subject matter without learning to use Matlab. These expectations were fairly well met (Table 4), although three students felt they concentrated on the subject matter without learning Matlab. One of these students had no previous Matlab experience and the other two answered that they used Matlab regularly for noncomplex tasks. Thus, there is no clear correlation between previous Matlab experience and students who fall in the category of concentrating on the scientific questions without Matlab skills. In the open-ended feedback under the question “What did you learn in the course?” many students commented that they mainly learned Matlab skills. For example, students wrote: “Most of what I learned in the course was Matlab coding skills”, “My skills in Matlab became better”, or “I became familiar with Matlab”. One student mentioned that “I improved my Matlab skills a bit, but not as much as I would have wanted” and another student who used Matlab code without having enough information or support to get to the bottom of it stated that “I was handed Matlab codes that I had to adapt, but I still do not understand what exactly they do”. Students expected to learn to both modify Matlab scripts and to write code from scratch, and to a lesser extent, to find and use existing scripts. Previous Matlab experience did not appear to have a significant effect on the students’ experience on learning data analysis since we did not observe a correlation between them in the student feedback (correlation coefficient −0.22), as indicated by Figure 3.

Figure 2. Students’ answers on their learning of data-analysis skills for the course (0 = not at all; 1 = a little; 2 = somewhat; 3 = quite a lot; 4 = very much) as a function of the field of study (1 = Physics; 2 = Forestry; 3 = Biology; 4 = Meteorology; 5 = Atmospheric science). The number of students’ answers in that bin is written on the circle.
Table 3. Student expectations concerning Matlab at the start of the course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Expectations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I expect to learn Matlab and have no or little previous experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>I expect to improve my already good command of Matlab.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>I expect to be able to concentrate on the scientific questions without Matlab skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I do not have any expectation regarding Matlab skills.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The student assessment of the role of Matlab during the course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I learned Matlab with no or little previous experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I improved my already good command of Matlab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I concentrated on the scientific questions without Matlab skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Students’ answers on their assessed learning of data-analysis skills on the course (0 = not at all; 1 = a little; 2 = somewhat; 3 = quite a lot; 4 = very much) versus Matlab experience (0 = no experience; 1 = I have a little experience; 2 = I use frequently for simple tasks; 3 = I have a lot of experience and am fairly comfortable with it; 4 = I am an expert). The number of students’ answers in that bin in the after-course questionnaire is written on the circle.

In general, working with real scientific questions and data was considered important for learning. As an example, one student expressed that “Working with the data was also really helpful ... To get more used to the process of research and analysis in general”. Doing a research project that requires both modelling and data-science skills suggests that an approach which customizes the learning experience based on students’ interests is effective [43]. Giabbanelli et al. [43] recommend a class size between 10 and 12 students, equally divided as undergraduates and graduate students, and to only use datasets that were previously used for publications to ensure some standards in the data. Students with little experience in Matlab considered it slightly more important to learn than those with more Matlab experience (Figure 4; correlation coefficient −0.44). This could reflect that students with a lot of Matlab experience had already been working in real research environments more often than those with few computational data-analysis skills, and thus, this aspect of the course did not have an added novelty value for some of them. However, it is notable that the students with the most Matlab experience had the most variance in their answers.
Figure 4. Students' rankings on how important working on real research questions and scientific data was for their learning on the course (5 = most important, 4, second most important ... 0 = did not play any role) as a function of students' Matlab experience (0 = no experience; 1 = I have a little experience; 2 = I use frequently for simple tasks; 3 = I have a lot of experience and am fairly comfortable with it; 4 = I am an expert). The number of students' answers in that bin in the after-course questionnaire is written on the circle.

3.4. Group Work Patterns

The students were divided into four research/work groups which were mixed based on the students' Matlab skills, nationality, and field of study with the aim of peer support and horizontal learning. Since the optimal group size for collaborative learning in doctoral education group supervision is around six students [39], the groups in the research-oriented intensive course had six to seven students with four to five assistants working side by side with them. Collaborative learning requires enough members to produce a creative learning atmosphere, but a too-large group becomes unfriendly and competitive rather than collaborative [39]. We used the questions of Isomöttönen and Tirronen [31] to study the group work patterns (Table 5). Almost half of the students felt that they worked rather individually in the groups and this was also evident in the open-ended feedback: four students said they were happy with the group work, while another four said that the group work was frustrating due to individualism, misunderstandings, and varying preliminary knowledge. The students stated the positive sides of the group work, for example, “Group work worked well”, “I think the group work was an excellent way to learn”, and “I think it was all these group interactions that really ensured that I learned as much as I did from this course”. Some liked the group work but expected more, as stated in the comment “I really liked working in a group, meeting some new people and learning new things, I hoped, however, that the group work topics were more carefully determined”, or had a critical experience of the group work, stating that “It felt more like individual work in one room. People expressed their own desires for what they wanted to do ...” or “there should be less division inside the same group”. Also, Fenge [39] observed similarly both positive “fertile and safe environment in which to test new ideas” and negative experiences where students express “feeling of vulnerability if you think that others are ahead of you” of group learning in a small exploratory study. It may have been that other groups started working together and others at the course would have required more time to do so. Doctoral supervision groups have more time to build a safe learning environment as described by a student “it took a little while to become a cohesive group, but it now feels this is a very secure, trustworthy group” [39]. Hurrying to perform their preferred task without group consensus or division of labor was named as
one of the reasons for ineffective group work. Students did not assume/observe strong leadership in the groups and the leadership did not strongly correlate with previous Matlab experience (correlation coefficient 0.40), as seen in Figure 5. This indicates that although the students’ experience and phase of their studies varied, the most experienced students did not automatically take group leader positions, but the group members worked equally. This demonstrates that the group assistants succeeded in their task of steering the work in groups and dividing the tasks between the students.

Table 5. The students’ assessment of the group work patterns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Did Not Observe</th>
<th>Observed to Some Degree</th>
<th>Describes My Role Well</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You worked independently, while the group provided a support safety net</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You took care of your own learning, and both learned from and taught others</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You took a team leader role and managed practical things such as submissions and distribution of work</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You hardly participated and took advantage of your peers’ answers</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You tried but found it persistently difficult and you felt that you could not follow</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You tried (perhaps unconsciously) to hurry on to particular exercises so that you could do the ones you preferred before the others in the group got to</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Because of your previous knowledge, you received a dominant role in the group</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Students’ own experience on assuming a team leader position in managing practical things such as submissions and distribution of work (0 = did not observe; 1 = observed to some degree; 2 = this describes my role well) versus Matlab experience (0 = no experience; 1 = I have a little experience; 2 = I use frequently for simple tasks; 3 = I have a lot of experience and am fairly comfortable with it; 4 = I am an expert). The number of students’ answers in that bin in the after-course questionnaire is written on the circle.
3.5. Overall Assessment of the Course

The course schedule was a compromise of finding plenty of time for the group work, having enough time for the informal and reviving social free time, and matching the schedules of those lecturers who attended only part of the intensive course. Most of the students enjoyed the course (Figure 6). Isolation from a research group, indifference, lack of support and constructive feedback from the scholarly community, and supervision were the main reasons of disengagement for doctoral students [44] and pitfalls that should be avoided at the research-oriented intensive course. The only students who disagreed with the statement “I enjoyed the course” were experienced in Matlab, indicating that the lack of previous Matlab skills was not felt as a problem, but hinting that those who were skilled in Matlab ended up doing more routine work and/or waiting for others to catch up. The correlation coefficient between Matlab experience and enjoying the course was −0.18. In the open-ended feedback, one student reported that the assistants’ time was spent on teaching Matlab to the beginners, and thus they had no time to discuss scientific issues. Figure 7 shows that the students mostly considered the workload of the course to be high. Some students specifically stated that they liked the work to free time balance: “The structure of the days and the balance between working and social time was especially good”. For some other students, the workload was too high: “If the daily schedule is from 8 am to 8 pm, I get exhausted and [it] makes my produced work worse”. Only two students with good command of Matlab felt that the workload could be higher. There is also some indication of free riding (Table 5), which is supported by the open-ended feedback. Some students said their background made it difficult to participate effectively in the group work. Several students commented that it would have been better if the lectures would have been concentrated at the beginning of the course. One student, for example, wrote “… suggestions I would have for improvement . . . It would have been far more helpful to get the background information at the beginning” and “It would have helped a lot if . . . The lecture was during the first few days”.
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**Figure 6.** Students’ agreement with the statement ‘I enjoyed the course’ (-2 = fully disagree . . . . +2 = fully agree) versus Matlab experience reported on a scale of Matlab experience (0 = no experience; 1 = I have a little experience; 2 = I use frequently for simple tasks; 3 = I have a lot of experience and am fairly comfortable with it; 4 = I am an expert). The number of students’ answers in that bin in the after-course questionnaire is written on the circle.
Figure 7. Students’ agreement with the statement ‘The workload could be higher’ (–2 = fully disagree . . . . +2 = fully agree) versus Matlab experience (0 = no experience; 1 = I have a little experience; 2 = I use frequently for simple tasks; 3 = I have a lot of experience and am fairly comfortable with it; 4 = I am an expert). The number of students’ answers in that bin in the after-course questionnaire is written on the circle.

4. Conclusions

Conducting modern atmospheric science research requires transferable skills and the ability to work and collaborate in multidisciplinary research groups. The Division of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Helsinki has over 20 years of experience in organizing research-oriented intensive courses that bring together different fields of science and students in different stages of study. We carried out a set of two surveys to find out about the university students’ experience of learning transferable skills during a research-oriented intensive 10-day course held in March 2017.

The learning outcomes of the courses were constructively aligned with the methods of teaching that were group work, data analysis of real scientific questions and real scientific data, a few expert lectures, discussions with experts and peer support, and the course evaluation that was based on the groups’ oral presentations and a written report. According to the survey conducted at the end of the course, the students enjoyed the setting provided by a multidisciplinary intensive course and felt that they had learned transferable skills during the course. Out of the named transferable skills, data-analysis skills were considered the most important both before and after the course. The student expectations in learning data-analysis skills during the course were the highest and they also felt that it was the skillset they learned the most. However, the students found other transferable skills—writing reports and articles, oral presentation skills, learning and teaching skills, and project and time management skills—rather important as well, but the assessed learning of these other skills was not as significant.

Mixing student groups from different fields and stages from undergraduate to experienced PhD students and postdoctoral researchers worked well. The learning of transferable skills during the course was experienced by students from all fields of science and all stages of study. In terms of learning, in general, the students appreciated or did not see it as a problem that they were mixed in multidisciplinary groups with BSc, MSc, and PhD students in the same group. However, some students reported that they felt that their background made it difficult to participate effectively in the group work. Whether the feeling of lack of contribution was due to gaps in the students’ knowledge of the substance or the level of transferable skills could not be deduced from the survey data. Furthermore, one student felt that the assistants’ time was taken up in teaching Matlab skills and they did not have enough time to focus on the subject matter and scientific questions. The students’ lack of previous Matlab skills was not considered a problem for learning, and only students experienced in
Matlab did not enjoy the course as much as the others. The students’ previous experience in using data-analysis software or other background information did not appear to correlate clearly with the learning expectations or the experience of learning transferable skills.

The study findings suggest that the students may have learned transferable skills from peers and teachers while working in small groups on real scientific questions and data in a multidisciplinary and multicultural course. The learning of transferable skills took place with the help of more experienced peers, teachers, and assistants by working on research questions in groups that were motivating for both the teachers and the students. We recommend organizing research-oriented education where multidisciplinary student groups tackle real scientific questions using real research data. In our experience, intensive courses where groups of seven to eight students work with four to six assistants support the learning of transferable skills needed by researchers working with multidisciplinary research questions. This article described for the first time a course concept that is a research-oriented intensive course where future experts learn transferable skills in a multicultural and multidisciplinary environment with participants from different levels of university study. Transferable skills developed during degree training are needed in research and other careers [35]. We recommend this method to be used by research groups in atmospheric sciences and other fields who are training the future generation of researchers and experts.

In the future, we will investigate what has been the scientific impact of the research-oriented intensive course for the research articles that have been fostered during them. We also plan to conduct an additional follow-up survey to assess to what extent the skills learned have become part of the students’ active skillsets. The plan is also to continue using exactly the same survey over several years to improve the representability of the results.
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